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NORMAL AND QUASINORMAL COMPOSITION OPERATORS

ROBERT WHITLEY

Abstract. A bounded linear operator CT on L2(X, 2, m) is a composition

operator if it is induced by a point mapping T: X -> X via CTf = / « T.

Normal and quasinormal composition operators on a finite measure space

are characterized: CT is normal iff T is measure preserving and T~l(Z) is

(essentially) all of 2; CT is quasinormal iff T is measure preserving.

In what follows, the composition operator CT on L2(X, 2, m), a sigma-

finite measure space, will always be a bounded linear operator; in terms of T

this means that T is measurable, m ° T~x is absolutely continuous with

respect to m, and the Radon-Nikodym derivative h — dm ° T~x/dm is

essentially bounded. Conversely, composition with any T satisfying these

conditions induces a bounded linear operator CT on L2(X, 2, m) [1,

pp. 663-665] and [3].
The change of variable equation

j CTfdm=ffoTdm=ffhdm (1)

is basic.

The following concept arises in understanding normal composition opera-

tors:

Definition 1. Let (A", 2, m) be a measure space and T: X —> X a

measurable function on X. The sigma algebra T~X(Z) is essentially all ofE iff

given A in 2 there is a B in 2 with the symmetric difference T~X(B)¿\A =

(T~\B) - A) u (A - T~X(B)) having m(T~x(B)AA) = 0.

Since the elements of L2 are equivalence classes of functions under the

equivalence relation "equal almost everywhere", changing T on a set of

measure zero does not change CT. Consequently, any characterization of CT

in terms of T must use "essential" properties of T as in Definition 1, invariant

under the class of maps inducing the same CT.

Lemma 1. Let (X, 2, m) be a sigma-finite measure space. The composition

operator CT has dense range iff r~'(2) is essentially all of 2.

Proof. Suppose CT has dense range and let A be a set in 2 of finite

measure. By hypothesis there are functions /„ in L2 with CTfn^>XA> °y

passing to  a  subsequence  CTfn —>Xa   ae-  Since  each  function  CTf„  is
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measurable with respect to the sigma-algebra T~X(T), the equivalence class

Xa is also r_1(2) measurable. Which is to say that there is a B in 2 with

Xr-'(TJ) = Xa a-e-> so m(T~x(B)AA) = 0. Since this is true for each set of

finite measure, it is true for each measurable set in the sigma-finite measure

space.

Suppose that r~'(2) is essentially all of 2 and let A be a set of finite

measure. There is a set B in 2 with m(T~x(B)¿\A) = 0 by hypothesis. Using

sigma-finiteness write B as the union of an increasing sequence {B„) of sets

of finite measure. Then CtXb increases monotonically to Xa a-e-> and s°

\\CTxBn — X4II —*0. Thus the closure of the range of CT contains all simple

functions and is therefore all of L2.   Q.E.D.

Singh shows in [7] that if T is one-to-one, with a measurable S on X

satisfying STx = x a.e., then CT has dense range. This is immediate from

Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Let (X, 2, m) be sigma-finite. The composition operator CT is

normal iff

(a) T ~ '(2) is essentially all of 2, ¿77J¿7

(b) h ° T = h a.e. (Recall h = dm ° T~x/dm.)

Proof. For any /and g in L2,

(C}CTfi g) = (CTf, CTg) =/ (/ ° T)(g °T)dm=ffgh dm,

so C* CTf = hf. And, iff belongs to the range of CT, f = CTf0, then CTC*f =

CTCiCTf0 = CT(hf0) = (h » T)f[6\.
Suppose CT is normal and write X = U Xn, a union of sets of finite

measure. The functionxr -\X) belongs to the range of CT and thus, from the

above, h = h° T a.e. on T~\xn) and so h = h ° T a.e. on U T~X(X„) = X.

Let An = (x: h(x) > l/n). For/in L2, g = (xjjhßfalso belongs to L2 and

CTC}g = C}CTg = XaJ- Because \JAn = a ="a(/i) - {x:h(x) > 0), \\xaJ

-Xo/H-»° and CT has range dense in L2(o(h)). Write X = T~x(o) u

r-'(ac) and note that /«(r-'ia")) = 0 from (1), since ||Cr/||2 = / \f\2h dm.

By (b), T~x(o) = a so a = X to within a set of measure zero. Hence Cr has

range dense in L2(X) and (a) follows from Lemma 1.

Suppose that (a) and (b) hold. As above, C*CTf = hf = h ° Tf = CTC*f
for/in the range of CT. Hence C*Cr - CTC* is zero on the range of CT and

so identically zero by (a) and Lemma 1, i.e. CT is normal.   Q.E.D.

As it stands, Lemma 2 is a characterization of normal CT, but it is not

entirely satisfactory as it does not explicitly indicate the properties of T

involved. The answer to exactly which T gives rise to a normal CT is hidden

precisely in those solutions to the curious equation

/j = ho T (2)

relating Tand its Radon-Nikodym derivative h = dm ° T~x/dm.

I can determine these solutions for finite measure spaces; the surprising

answer is that h = 1 a.e.
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Theorem 1. Let (X, 2, m) be a finite measure space. The following are

equivalent:

l.CTis normal,

2. CTis unitary,

3. (a) r_1(2) is essentially all o/2, and

(b) T is measure preserving.

Proof. Suppose that CT is normal. By Lemma 2, h = h ° T, so B = {x:

h(x) > 1} = {x: h(Tx) > 1} = T-'^.Then

\\CtXb\\2 =/ X*hdm=j (xb° T)(h ° T) dm =f Xb"2 dm.

Since h2 > h on B, h2 = h on B and it follows that h = 1 on B (a.e.). A

similar argument applied to the set C = {x: h(x) < 1} shows that h = 0 (a.e.)

on C. Hence h = Xb- The equation m(X) = m(T~x(X)) = / Xb dm = m(fi)

shows that m(Bc) = 0 and /i = 1 a.e. Another use of equation (1) shows that

m(T~x(A)) = ¡XAdm = m(A) and 3 (b) holds. Also, C*-CTf = CT(C$f) =

hf = f CT is onto and Lemma 1 implies 3 (a).

Suppose that 3 (a) and 3 (b) hold. Because T is measure preserving,

m(T~x(A)) = m (A) = / Xa dm for all measurable^. From the uniqueness of

the Radon-Nikodym derivative h, h = 1 a.e. and thus ||Cr/||2 = / \f\2h dm =

ll/ll2. The range of CT is then closed, and therefore all of L2(X) by Lemma 1.

Each / in L2 belongs to the range of CT, so as in the proof of Lemma 2,

CTC*~f = C$CTf = hf = f, and CT is unitary.   Q.E.D.
In the case where (X, 2, m) is sigma-finite, simple examples show that CT

can be normal without T being measure preserving. (Consider the real line

with Lebesgue measure and Tx = 2x.)

Similar behavior is possible for a generalized composition operator: In [4]

Ridge defines a composition operator CT induced by a map T: Xx -» X on a

measurable subset Xx of X by CTf = (f ° T)xx ■ With this definition and X of

finite measure, for CT to be normal CrC*l = [(C*l) ° T]xx = C*CTl = h,

and h must vanish off Xx; thus m(T~x(Xx)) = / Xx^ dm = 0 and T

essentially maps Xx into Xx, which is basically the case considered here.

However it is possible for such a generalized CT to be quasinormal without T

being measure preserving. (Consider X == (0, 2) with Lebesgue measure, Xx =

(0, 1), and Tx = 2x.)

In either case, (X, 2, m) sigma-finite or for Ridge's generalized

composition operators, it would be interesting to characterize normal and

quasinormal CT.

Normal composition operators have now been characterized in terms of

two properties of T. One of these properties was shown to correspond to a

standard operator theoretic property of CT in Lemma 1. There is a corre-

spondence for the other property, as is now shown.

Lemma 3. Let (X, 2, m) be a sigma-finite measure space. Then CT is

quasinormal iff h = h ° T.
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Proof. By definition [2], CT is quasinormal iff CT commutes with C*CT.

From QCr/ = hfi CTC^CTf = (h ° T)(f ° T) andC}CTCTf= h(f ° T). As
in Lemma 2, h = h ° T.

The converse follows from the calculation above.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. Lei (X, 2, ttj) be a finite measure space. The following are

equivalent:

1. CT is quasinormal,

2. CT is an isometry,

3. T is measure preserving.

Proof. Suppose CT is quasinormal. Arguing as in Theorem 1 shows that T

is measure preserving and so that h = 1 a.e. Thus

\\CTf\\2=f\f\2hdm=f\f\2dm, (3)

and CT is an isometry.

Suppose CT is an isometry. (3) shows that h = 1 a.e. and thus that T is

measure preserving.

Suppose T is measure preserving. Then h = 1 a.e. and Lemma 3 shows that

CT is quasinormal.   Q.E.D.

In [7] the result is given that for T one-to-one, with S measurable and

STx = x a.e., CT is normal iff CT is quasinormal. This follows as condition

(a) of Lemma 2 is automatically satisfied for T one-to-one.

Example. A composition operator Cr on L2(0, 1) which is quasinormal but

not normal.

Consider the T on (0, 1) given by:

Tx= (2x, 0 < x < 1/2,
~ (2 - 2x,     1/2 < x < 1.

For this T, mT~\0, x) = w(0, x/2) + m(l - x/2, 1) = m(0, x). It follows

that mT~x(a,b) = m(a, b) and thus m ° T~x < m. Since each measurable

set is nearly a disjoint union of intervals [5, pp. 62 and 71] T is measure

preserving and so h = 1. Alternately, a change of variable shows that ||Cr/||2

= || f\\2 and CT is an isometry and thus T measure preserving.

Since h = I, CTis quasinormal by Lemma 3. Alternately, a direct compu-

tation shows that

Ctf(x) = (l/2)/(x/2) + (l/2)/(l - x/2).

Thus CT commutes with the identity C*CT.

You can directly see that CT is not normal by considering the action of

CTC} and C}CT on x(o,i/2)- Alternately, for g = x(0>i/2) ~ X(i/2,i)>

J XT-'(A)gdm = 0

for all measurable A. It follows, for example, that (0, 1 /2) does not essentially

belong to T~ '(2), 2 the Lebesgue measurable sets.
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I would like to thank Eric Nordgren for his interesting lectures in which he

raised the problem of characterizing normal composition operators, see [3].
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